EXEC U TI VE REPORT
INTRODUCTION

The town of San Anselmo is a vibrant community with a population dedicated
to protecting its valuable open spaces, preserving its unique historical
character, and maintaining a strong sense of community pride. San Anselmo
residents are active individuals utilizing local parks and surrounding hills for
recreational opportunities. The San Anselmo Recreation Department has long
been considered a pillar of recreational activity for Town residents, providing
opportunities for citizens to experience and develop their physical, mental,
creative, and social abilities in an atmosphere which promotes individual
achievement, satisfaction, self-esteem, and community pride. Currently, the
Recreation Department primarily utilizes two community facility sites for its
programming: the Isabel Cook Community Center (ICC), which includes the San
Anselmo Recreation Center and Isabel Cook School, and the historic RobsonHarrington Park and House. Program offerings consist of cultural, recreational,
and educational endeavors for users of all age groups.
Despite the Recreation Department’s facilities serving as a center of community
activity and gathering for San Anselmo, the existing buildings do not meet
the current needs, let alone the future needs of the community. At present, the
facilities are inefficient, outdated, and greatly limit the potential of the programs
to optimally serve the community. In 2012, the Town of San Anselmo conducted
a survey, asking community residents to prioritize their top 10 development
goals derived from a list of 33 goals prepared by the Town Council, which
included infrastructure, technology, community facilities, shared services,
financial/budgetary priorities, public/private partnerships, and Town rules and
processes. A total of 261 participants responded to the survey, with residents
listing community facilities twice in their top 10 priorities. Development of
a community facilities master plan was listed as the number three goal, and
renovating the Isabel Cook Community Center was included as goal number
nine. This survey demonstrated the community’s desire to explore options in
establishing a roadmap for creating new community spaces where people can
learn, celebrate, exercise, and play.
Responding to the community’s prioritization results from the 2012 survey, the
Town of San Anselmo issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) in the fall of 2013,
seeking qualified design teams to develop a comprehensive master plan for San
Anselmo’s community facilities. Group 4 Architecture, Research + Planning,
along with housing sub-consultant Van Meter Williams Pollack and landscape
architects Abey Arnold Associates, was selected to complete the master plan.
Beginning in April of 2014, Group 4 embarked on a 10 month design process,
which included the needs assessment, site/facility assessment, conceptual site
options, and preliminary project costs phases. The master plan process also
incorporated extensive outreach efforts through advisory, community, technical,
and focus group meetings.
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S I T E , F A C I L I T Y, A N D N E E D S A S S E S S M E N T
ISABEL COOK COMMUNITY CENTER

The existing Isabel Cook Community Center is located along Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, a highly traveled artery through
San Anselmo and the greater Ross Valley. The project site has a grade change of approximately 20 feet, rising steadily
from Sunny Hills Drive along Sir Francis Drake Boulevard. To the northwest of the center lies a residential neighborhood
of single-family homes, buffered from the San Anselmo Recreation Center by the existing community center parking lot.
The Recreation Center sits perpendicular to Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, with views out the rear of the building toward
Memorial Park. The Isabel Cook School commands a physical presence along Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, with the
Isabel Cook Homes sandwiched between the school and Memorial Park. Presently, the Isabel Cook Homes parking lot
anchors the intersection of Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and Sunny Hills Drive. The overall existing site configuration
essentially forms two interlocking L-shapes between the community center and homes. From a site zoning standpoint,
the existing configuration is problematic due to the adjacencies of the community center and the Isabel Cook Homes,
with little buffer between the public, active uses of the community center and the private use of the residential units.
Other site challenges include:


limited and insufficient parking;



lack of vehicular accessibility to the community (ingress and egress on Sir Francis Drake allows only right hand
turns in and out)



lack of clear site circulation paths



ADA inaccessible site



lack of community facility identity because of the disorganized, generally random configuration of the existing
buildings that results in a lack of cohesiveness and visual presence.

Programmatically, the Isabel Cook Community Center struggles to provide adequate activity space for the Recreation
Department’s programs in its two aging buildings. Within the San Anselmo Recreation Center, the dedicated use of the
gym for gymnastics only limits the potential for a multi-use space, while the Parkside Preschool has outgrown its current
space and is in need of a more “kid friendly” environment. Indoor (non-dedicated) programmable spaces include only
one classroom sized space, the Vista Room, which is forced to serve as the arts and crafts room, the training classroom,
and the meeting room. There is no access to technology, no space for dance or physical activities, and no space for
community gatherings and celebrations. Both the San Anselmo Recreation Center and Isabel Cook School do not comply
with current accessibility, energy, structural, and life safety codes, contributing to a lack of use by the public. Outdoor
spaces surrounding the center are insufficient and of poor quality, including unclear and difficult building entrances, a
constrained preschool play yard, and disconnect to adjacent Memorial Park.
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Existing Isabel Cook Community Center site configuration
ROBSON-HARRINGTON HOUSE

The Robson-Harrington House is also inadequate in its ability to serve the community with its existing residential floor
plan which limits program opportunities. The house is not currently on a historical register; however there is a strong
community sentiment that supports retaining the historical character of the site and the house. Currently, the house is
being used by the recreation department on the ground floor and three business tenants in the upstairs offices. Recreation
uses at the Robson-Harrington Park and House at present include a very popular after school program, summer camps
that use both the house and site, and light rental uses. A small caretaker apartment is also found on the ground level. The
site surrounding the house is used for recreational programming to support the after school program and the summer
camp, for a community garden, and as a community park.
Similar to the ICC, there are significant challenges with both the Robson-Harrington House and the Park. These challenges
include: the non ADA compliant building and site, noncompliance with current energy, structural, and life safety codes,
as well as significant deferred maintenance concerns. The interior spaces and their finishes are not designed for the heavy
level of use that these programs demand show significant wear and tear. Functionally, the interior spaces do not work well
for recreation programming because of the lack of storage, lack of power/data infrastructure, lack of appropriate resilient
finishes, and lack of restrooms and kitchen to support programing and community uses. Presently, the parking for the
house and the park is primarily street parking, which is extremely tight and challenging for park users and surrounding
neighbors. Onsite there are currently only two designated parking spaces adjacent to the house, including one ADA space
and one tenant parking space, in addition to three unmarked tenant spaces near the Carriage House and garbage area.
There is no ADA space at the lower portion of the site and no park accessible restrooms available.
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SAN ANSELMO COMMUNITY FACILITIES : DESIGN NARRATIVE

Contemporary community centers are able to continually evolve to provide new educational, cultural, and social programs
along with traditional recreational classes to serve the varied interests and needs of today’s populations. Community
centers are tailored to meet the needs of the 21st century, providing something for everyone, from preschool programs
to teen-centric educational and social programs to fitness programs for active adults and seniors. Multi-purpose and
multi-generational models are becoming more efficient and flexible to better utilize limited resources and staff. Services
for seniors, teens, and children are expanding and there are increasing numbers of educational, cultural, social, and
community events offered within centers. These activities range from small collaborative or social gatherings to larger
public meetings and lectures. The new facilities at the Isabel Cook and Robson-Harrington sites will exemplify these
contemporary trends, becoming a multi-generational nexus that brings the community together.
ISABEL COOK COMMUNITY CENTER

The future Isabel Cook Community Center will be beautiful and functional, designed to accommodate and meet the needs
of the community for years to come. The existing Recreation Center and Isabel Cook School will be replaced with an
integrated community center that complements the surrounding residential and commercial contexts, while meeting existing
and proposed community uses. Aiming to strengthen the connection to adjacent Memorial Park, the new community
center has been positioned to seamlessly integrate with the proposed park detention basin redevelopment through a series
of terraced levels, stairs, and ramps. The site concept also strives to create a visual connection to Memorial Park along
Sir Francis Drake Boulevard by creating a “park ribbon” of plantings that extends from the park to meet the intersection
of Sunny Hills Drive and Sir Francis Drake Boulevard. The building’s location arose from the voices of the community
through a series of public meetings and community outreach in which the desire to integrate the building into the park
was continuously emphasized. Improving utilization of the site, the master plan recommends relocating the existing Isabel
Cook Homes to the upper portion of the site in a newly constructed complex. This layout orients the more passive use of
the housing to the adjacent residential neighborhood, while allowing the community center to better connect to the park
and Red Hill Shopping Center. Both the community and Marin Housing Authority, which owns and operates the Isabel
Cook Homes, support this site configuration.
R O B S O N - H A R R I N GTO N PA R K A N D H O U S E

The master plan outlines three site improvement strategies for the Robson-Harrington Park and House, a beloved
community jewel to both adjacent neighbors and Town residents. These strategies include the restoration and renovation
of the historic house, the addition of a small playground, and improved site circulation and parking for both upper and
lower portions of the park. Through the renovation and upgrades to the historic house, the interior spaces will be able to
better serve the existing after school program and other community uses by making the house more resilient to its current
programmed uses, able to accommodate future functions, and entirely ADA compliant.
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Isabel Cook Community Center site plan
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SITE STRATEGIES
I S A B E L C O O K C O M M U N I T Y C E N T E R – C O N N E C T I N G T H E C E N T E R TO T H E PA R K

Proposed in the master plan is a compete reconfiguration of the site. Through direct, ongoing consultation with the
community-at-large, Town staff, and Marin Housing Authority, the location of the new community center has been
positioned in the center of the site, presently where the upper portion of the Isabel Cook School and existing day care
play yard is located. This location allows for the building to have the strongest connection to the redeveloped Memorial
Park, a site goal deemed highly important by community participants. Interior spaces within the community center will
open up to a series of outdoor patios and park terraces, which will elegantly cascade down the park berm, creating a
series of intermediate levels for gathering, as well as providing amphitheater style seating areas for people to view and
enjoy the park. These spaces would overlook the basketball courts, tennis courts, and softball fields below, augmenting
the usage of these amenities.
To the immediate southeast of the new community center lies the surface parking lot, which is bordered by a ribbon of
plantings along Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and Sunny Hills Drive. The plantings provide a visual reference to Memorial
Park, extending the park to the intersection and to motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians passing by. The new parking lot
maintains one consolidated entry and exit off of Sunny Hills Drive, eliminating the tricky ingress and egress condition
that plagues the current parking lot along Sir Francis Drake.
The uppermost portion of the site, the current location of the community center parking lot and Recreation Center building,
will be the location of the new Isabel Cook Homes. In this placement, the homes are oriented towards the neighboring
residential homes, establishing a gradient of residential to public uses. Locating the Isabel Cook Homes in this location
also affords better access to the park for the residents. The Isabel Cook Homes are buffered from the community center
by the access drive to the homes.

Isabel Cook Community Center diagrammatic site sections
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R O B S O N - H A R R I N GTO N PA R K A N D H O U S E

All site improvement strategies for the Robson-Harrington Park, including the parking, circulation, and playground
additions, will respect and acknowledge the historic character of the park by preserving existing brick walls, plantings,
and the architectural integrity of the house. Site strategies for the park will ensure that the existing nature or quality
of spaces found today within the park are not significantly altered. Each improvement strategy adheres to the RobsonHarrington Order Instructing Trustee guideline that instructs park usage as set forth by original Will and Testament of
Kernan Robson.

Robson-Harrington Park and House improvements
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PARKING STRATEGIES
ISABEL COOK COMMUNITY CENTER

The San Anselmo Community Facilitates Master Plan recommends providing a total of 82 parking spaces for the Isabel
Cook Community Center. This initial parking count was developed using a calculation of 3.2 occupied spaces per 1,000
square feet, which the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) has recommended for the “Recreational Community
Center” land use type. The master plan currently provides a total of 67 onsite surface parking spaces for the community
center, with an additional 15 spaces still needed to meet the parking demand. Alternative means of meeting the requirement
are thus needed. One such mean includes exploring a campus approach to parking through potential shared-use agreements
between the community center, Red Hill Shopping Center, Memorial Park, and potentially Red Hill Church to meet the
demand as well as peak use event parking. As the Memorial Park detention basin is further developed, additional parallel
parking spaces along Sunny Hills Drive and pull-in spaces at the top of Sunny Hills Drive could possibly be shared by
both the community center and park. Using an integrated, campus-approach to parking ensures efficient utilization of
existing parking resources surrounding the community facility. The potential shared-use agreements could require that
lots are properly coordinated with each facilities’ peak use events.
Throughout the master plan design process, a variety of parking strategies were explored and reviewed with the
community. These strategies included surface parking, deck over park on grade, one-half level below grade, and below
building parking. Working with the slope of the site, partially sunken parking structures are particularly conceivable.
Through the potential redevelopment of Memorial Park, the opportunity to utilize below tennis court parking was also
considered. While there are many advantages to employing below grade parking strategies, such as establishing a more
compact parking layout or the preservation of outdoor space, the extremely high cost of these options ultimately ruled
them out in favor of using surface parking onsite.
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R O B S O N - H A R R I N GTO N PA R K A N D H O U S E

The Robson-Harrington Park and House currently lacks adequate onsite parking
to meet its current uses, in addition to vehicular circulation issues both onsite
and off. During peak park usage hours, the narrow neighborhood streets of
Raymond Avenue, Crescent Road, and Tamalpais Avenue become overly
congested with parked cars as weekend picnickers use the park or parents pick
up their children from after school programs during the week. The master plan
seeks to improve vehicular circulation, as well as provide designated parking
spaces for the various occupants who use the park on a day-to-day basis.

Existing unmarked parking area at
upper portion of site

The master plan calls for the creation of nine parking spaces on the upper
portion of the site. Currently, there are five parking spaces onsite, two spaces
immediately adjacent to the house, and three unmarked spaces next to the
former Carriage House and garbage area. The existing spaces near the Carriage
House will be expanded to five parking spaces, including (1) designated ADA
space, (3) spaces for Robson-Harrington House tenants, and (1) maintenance
vehicle space. These spaces are intended to be angled, back-in spaces, which
would direct cars’ headlights away from the residential properties next door.
The presently vacant grassy lot to the east of the Carriage House will provide
an additional four parking spaces for tenants of the house or garden users. The
two spaces adjacent to the house will remain.
Within the lower portion of the park, the master plan advises the inclusion of
eight parking spaces. As indicated, park users in this portion of the site currently
park directly on Tamalpais and Magnolia Avenues, intruding into the street
and leading to constrained conditions for vehicles passing by. To alleviate
this, four angled parking spaces are proposed along the northern portion of the
park, directly off of Tamalpais Avenue. These spaces would be carved out of
the current park footprint, hereby moving the parking spaces off of Tamalpais
Avenue altogether, and allowing the avenue to retain its two-way lanes of traffic
unobstructed by parked vehicles. The spaces could either be pull-in or back-in
spaces, to be determined by a traffic study at a later date. The parking spaces
will also be signed for weekday after school drop-off and pick-up hours for the
after school program, giving parents a designated space to park when picking
up their children, relieving the upper portion of the site from congestion that
occurs at present during this time. The existing hedge along the northern edge
of the park will be replanted to accommodate the addition of the parking spaces,
helping to maintain the protected feel of the lower lawn area that is appreciated
by many park users. The two mature trees on the corner of Raymond and
Tamalpais Avenues will be preserved and untouched by the new parking spaces.
A similar parking concept will be applied along Magnolia Avenue through the
addition of four parallel parking spaces, also carved out from the park footprint,
subsequently leaving the one-way street free of automobile obstruction. The
parking options recommended by the master plan align with the authorized
uses set forth by the Robson-Harrington Order Instructing Trustee guideline
that is in place with the Town.
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Robson-Harrington Park upper lot parking strategy

Robson-Harrington Park lower lot parking strategy
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THE NEW COMMUNITY CENTER – BUILDING FORM AND
ORIENTATION

The new Isabel Cook Community Center will be a two-story, 27,750 square
foot building. By consolidating and creating a new two-story structure, the
building’s footprint (the actual amount of the site the building takes up) is only
slightly more than the combined existing footprints of the Recreation Center and
Isabel Cook School. The new building will be buffered by outdoor terraces and
landscaped areas that extend into Memorial Park below. The new gymnasium
will be contained in a volume along Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, allowing the
ground level multipurpose and day care spaces to have direct views and access to
the park. Classroom spaces will be in the second story, affording views towards
both Memorial Park and Mt. Tamalpais.

Precedent image of outdoor
gathering area

THE NEW COMMUNITY FACILITIES – PATRON/STAFF
EXPERIENCE AND PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
ISABEL COOK COMMUNITY CENTER

Entering the new Isabel Cook Community Center from the main parking lot,
visitors will be welcomed into a spacious, double height lobby. The lobby forms
the main circulation spine throughout the facility, with major programmatic
spaces accessed off it. Forming an “L” in shape, the lobby will feature a
secondary entrance off the side, with doors opening to the terraces and park,
physically connecting the building to Memorial Park. Following the contour of
the site, the lobby is split-level, with a half level containing the multipurpose
room and access to the park.
The ground floor of the new Community Center consists of the largest
programmatic and gathering spaces. Located on the park side of the building,
directly off the lobby and entrance, will be the new day care facility. Two
classrooms, with dedicated restrooms and kitchenette, will provide space for
an occupancy of 48 children. The day care facility will have direct access to the
community center through the main lobby, as well as a separate, independent
entry from the parking lot allowing for flexible modes of operation. A protected
and secure play yard off of the classrooms will overlook Memorial Park. Located
immediately across from the day care classrooms will be the main staff offices.
Anchoring the Sir Francis Drake Boulevard side of the building, a new
gymnasium will provide much needed basketball and volleyball courts for
community use. The 7,875 square foot gym includes a high-school sized full
court, as well as two divisible small play courts. Sufficient sidelines allow for
small bleacher areas, permitting the gym to be utilized for CYO basketball and
other sports organizations. Located adjacent to and accessed from the gym, a
dedicated gymnastics space will allow for the housing of dedicated gymnastics
equipment. Mobile equipment could occupy one end of the divisible gym,
relocatable into a storage closet next to the gymnastics space when full use
of the gym is needed. This division of space will allow for ultimate flexibility
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between the various gym uses, creating a fully multi-use gym. As mentioned,
the multipurpose space is located on a mezzanine level, and has a primary
indoor-outdoor connection to a large, secure patio overlooking Memorial
Park. The divisible 3,750+ square foot, double-height multipurpose room is
programmed to accommodate weddings and other revenue generating events.
A catering kitchen is located directly adjacent to the multipurpose room, with
access to the new Isabel Cook Homes drive, allowing for ease of access for
drop-off and deliveries to the kitchen.
Precedent image of multipurpose
space

Precedent image of Maker Space

On the second level, two multipurpose classrooms will provide space for
expanded inter-generational activities. Facing the park side will be a large, 1,200
square-foot “Maker Space,” which will offer patrons a flexible classroom for
creating, inventing, producing, and learning. Inclusive to the Maker Space is
the infrastructure for power and data, allowing for various forms of technology
use, from laptop computers to 3D printers. Resilient flooring and a sink area will
ensure that the space can accommodate “messier” activities, such as a ceramics
or composting course. An expansive deck off the Maker Space will provide
unobstructed views of Memorial park and the hills beyond, also increasing
the programmatic square footage of the classroom to allow for outdoor art
classes, for example. Occupying the southeast corner of the second story, an
additional classroom will operate as a more traditional training classroom for
small lectures, meetings, and other programs. Views towards Mt. Tamalpais
and beyond from the classroom and adjacent deck will create a highly desirable
space for public use.
A central service desk located on the ground level in the lobby will maintain
views to both the main and park side entrances. This is one of the strategies that
allow the new building to be operated with staff levels similar to today’s Isabel
Cook Community Center, while providing significantly more public amenities
and increasing the operational efficiency of the Recreation Department.

LEFT: first floor plan
ABOVE: second floor plan
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R O B S O N - H A R R I N GTO N PA R K A N D H O U S E

As outlined above, the master plan includes three site improvement strategies for the Robson-Harrington Park and House.
Area 1 Improvement Strategy – Robson-Harrington House

At present, the Robson-Harrington House provides programming for both public and private/commercial uses. The
former ballroom, sitting room, and dining room of the historic home provide space for the Robson After-Care after school
program during the weekday afternoons, in addition to youth summer programs, music courses, and light rental usage for
small receptions, meetings, and retreats. On the second level, spaces have been converted into small commercial offices
that are rented by three small businesses. The master plan recommends renovating the home, completing all deferred
maintenance, and bringing the structure into ADA compliance. Accessibility improvements that may be required include
upgrading the entry to meet ADA standards, providing ADA access between the first and second floors, and bringing
the restrooms up to current code. Currently, a private caretaker apartment is located in the rear of the house. This area
of the home has the potential to be renovated and transformed into a new service area, providing accessible restrooms, a
functional kitchen for small catering events or after school programs, and much-needed storage space for programming.
Interior finishes will be refinished and updated, and where appropriate, resilient surfaces added for greater flexibility of
program use within the house. The house will receive technological infrastructure upgrades including data and increased
power capabilities.
As mentioned, there are no public restrooms accessed directly from the park for patrons at this time. The master plan
proposes constructing two restrooms under the existing home’s “port cochere” or carport that would open directly to the
exterior for park patron usage. The restrooms would respect the historic nature of the home, integrated through a similar
architectural vocabulary and materiality of the main house.

Area 1 improvement strategy
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Area 2 Improvement Strategy – Upper Lot Upgrades

Aside from the parking improvements in this area, Area 2 improvement strategies include reconstructing the terrace over
the Carriage House to provide continual programming such as Tai Chi and Qigong classes. Space beneath the terrace
could potentially be used as storage for the gardeners. Also proposed for Area 2 is the addition of a trash enclosure for
the various garbage, recycling, and composting bins that are presently scattered throughout the area. The trash enclosure
would significantly clean up the appearance of this area, which presently is in a state of disarray.
Area 3 Improvement Strategy – Lower Lot Upgrades

The major programmatic addition to the lower lot will be a small play area and structure that could include a set of swings
or climbing equipment. Through onsite Robson-Harrington Park and House meetings with neighbors and community
members, the idea of including a small play structure in the park was proposed and endorsed. The preferred location is in
a currently unused grassy area next to the historic brick BBQ enclosure, preserving the large grassy lawn and Redwood
tree picnic area. The play structure that is ultimately selected should be in keeping with the surrounding park aesthetic,
and constructed of a natural material such as wood. Above all, the play structure should be easy to maintain, durable,
and long-lasting.

Area 2 improvment strategy

Area 3 improvment strategy
14
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COMMUNITY CENTER SUSTAINABILITY

The new Isabel Cook Community Center will incorporate best-practice
sustainable design strategies. Site sustainability includes a holistic approach to
hydrology, utilizing a combination of infiltration ponds, bioswales, and pervious
paving to mitigate or collect site and building runoff. Native and droughtresistant plantings will be used throughout the site, and where applicable,
the building footprint endeavors to preserve existing trees and vegetation.
Additionally, the building should strive for reduced energy consumption
through an integrated sustainable design approach. Through a detailed study
of the site, energy reduction should be optimized through a deliberate and
rigorous approach to building systems, window locations, orientation, and solar
shading designs. The new facility will meet the state’s new “California Green”
building code requirements for energy efficiency. The opportunities to pursue
LEED construction will be evaluated; regardless the project will incorporate
sustainable building practices, such as minimizing site construction waste,
specifying recycled and renewable products, and designing for optimal user
comfort with through the use of daylighting and views. These strategies will
be further developed during future architectural design phases.

Precedent image of sustainable
design strategies: green roofs,
cross ventilation, and rain garden
utilization

SAN ANSELMO COMMUNITY FACILITIES MASTER PLAN –
CONCLUSION

The San Anselmo Community Facilities master plan will provide the necessary
infrastructure improvements and expanded program options to serve the current
and future recreational needs of San Anselmo residents. Within the newly
constructed Isabel Cook Community Center, connections to the park will be
improved while providing the community with a multi-generational facility that
brings users of all ages together to learn, create, exercise, and celebrate in a
showcase facility. Spaces will be flexible in use, adapting and evolving with the
changing needs of the residents, while simultaneously embodying the distinctive
character of San Anselmo. The historical nature of the Robson-Harrington Park
and House will be preserved and enhanced, while vehicular parking issues onsite
and along adjacent residential streets are mitigated. Lastly, the master plan will
accommodate for the growth and development of the San Anselmo Recreation
Department within the new Community Center, Robson-Harrington Park and
House, and San Anselmo-at-large.
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MAS T E R P L AN P R O C E S S
WHAT IS A MASTER PLAN?

The San Anselmo Community Facilities Master Plan defines the framework
and near and long-term vision for the Isabel Cook Community Center and
Robson-Harrington Park and House. The recommendations of the Master
Plan are based on analyzing the recreational needs of the community, best
practices, and future trends of community centers, as well as an assessment of
the existing facilities.

Teen lunchtime kiosk at Red Hill
Center

The vision and recommendations of the master plan have been developed with
the San Anselmo community through an engaging, open, and participatory
process. This master plan report outlines and defines the parameters of the
project, creating a pragmatic, implementable master plan for San Anselmo that
responds to the needs and goals of the community.
MASTER PLAN PARTICIPANT GROUPS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM (PMT):

The Project Management Team (PMT) was composed of the Town of San
Anselmo Town Manager, Director of Community Services, Public Works
Director, Interim Planning Director, and Recreation Supervisor, as well as the
project architects, Group 4, Architecture, Research + Planning. The Project
Management Team met regularly to develop initial program, building, site,
and parking options to review with constituent groups ranging from the Parks
and Recreation Committee, to the Community Advisory Committee (CAC), to
Focus Groups, and to the community-at-large.
Community Meeting #1

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC):

The Community Advisory Committee (CAC) consisted of key community
stakeholders and involved individuals that represented a broad cross section of
the San Anselmo community. In addition to steering the PMT, the CAC provided
project oversight and gave feedback to master plan component options that were
then reviewed with the community-at-large.
FOCUS GROUPS:

Focus groups consisted of targeted audiences who use or have invested interest
in the San Anselmo Community Facilities. These focus groups met with the
PMT on two separate occasions, at project inception and halfway through the
master plan process to discuss their current usage of these spaces and their
goals for the new facilities. The groups consisted of the Sir Francis Drake High
School Youth Leadership Class and the Ross Valley Seniors.
Senior focus group

C O M M U N I T Y- A T- L A R G E :

The PMT engaged the community-at-large at key intervals in the project to
provide feedback and guidance on the specific design options that the PMT
and CAC pursued over the course of the master plan. The PMT utilized
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public meetings, informal open house sessions, and community kiosks at
various locations throughout San Anselmo to gather a large cross-section of
community input. These community outreach events included the following:


May 22, 2014: Community Open House #1 at San Anselmo Town Hall



May 22, 2014: Community Meeting #1 at San Anselmo Town Hall



June 1, 2014: Community Kiosk at Peet’s Coffee & Tea, Red Hill Center



June 2, 2014: Youth Lunchtime Kiosk at Red Hill Center



June 25, 2014: Community Kiosk at Creekside Q



July 16, 2014: Youth Summer Camp Kiosk at Memorial Park



July 18, 2014: Community Kiosk at Imagination Park



September 25, 2014: Community Open House #2 at San Anselmo Town Hall



September 25, 2014: Community Meeting #2 at San Anselmo Town Hall



September 28, 2014: Community Kiosk at Country Fair Day



October 9, 2014: Robson-Harrington Site Meeting #1 at Robson-Harrington
House



Community outreach dot exercise:
program and space prioritization

Creekside Q Community Kiosk

November 20, 2014: Robson-Harrington Site Meeting #2 at Robson-Harrington
House

The PMT also issued an online survey to the residents of San Anselmo, which
collected information on community members’ current usage of the community
facilities, as well as programs and services they would like to see incorporated
into a future facility. In total, the survey collected 491 responses. Combining
the online survey results with the total participants from the various outreach
events, and more than 1,000 community members responded.
TECHNICAL MEETINGS:

A variety of Technical Meetings were conducted by the PMT throughout
the master plan process. The PMT met with the San Anselmo Recreation
Department staff members to gain a better insight into current program
offerings, operations, as well as potential future uses or goals for the new center.
Two Technical Meetings were also held with the Marin Housing Authority to
review site strategies and options for the Isabel Cook Homes in addition to
reviewing future programmatic goals for the homes. Finally, the PMT met
with the San Anselmo Planning Department to discuss initial parking, zoning,
and development strategies for the both project sites.
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ACK NO WL E DG E M E N T S
TO W N O F S A N A N S E L M O A N D C O M M U N I T Y PA R T I C I PA N T S

The San Anselmo Community Facilities Master Plan is built on the input and
generous contributions of many Town and community participants.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM

Debbie Stutsman, Town of San Anselmo, Town Manager
Dave Donery, Town of San Anselmo, Director of Community Services
Sean Condry, Town of San Anselmo, Public Works Director
Diane Henderson, Town of San Anselmo, Interim Planning Director
Greg Mihan, San Anselmo Recreation Department Supervisor
SAN ANSELMO COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)

County Participants

Katie Rice, Marin County Board of Supervisors, District 2
Nancy Vernon, Marin County Board of Supervisors Aide, District 2
Town of San Anselmo Government Participates

Doug Kelly, Town of San Anselmo Vice Mayor
Kay Coleman, Town of San Anselmo Councilmember
Tom McInerney, Town of San Anselmo Councilmember
Erin Bergman, Town of San Anselmo Parks & Recreation Commission
Steve Burdo, Town of San Anselmo Parks & Recreation Commission
San Anselmo Community Participants

Kathy Dow
Vance Frost
Vince Genovese
Tom Graves
Gage Houser
Chris Livermore
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AC KNOWL ED GEM EN TS
Julie Martel
Carla Overberger
Connie Rodgers
Rebecca Sullivan
Denise Young
S A N A N S E L M O R E C R E AT I O N D E PA R T M E N T S TA F F

Mattie Allison, Recreation Coordinator
Dawn Broadbent-Jones, Recreation Coordinator
Dana Gibson, Recreation Coordinator
Sandy Videgar, Administrative Services Assistant
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